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A pair of big technology firms has further consolidated its position in China's mobile payments market as the ongoing
pandemic accelerates the consumer shift toward digital platforms.
Ant Group Co. Ltd., which plans to go public, and Tencent Holdings Ltd. continue to hold the
lion's share of the mobile payments market in China, based on the 2020 edition of the Asia
Consumer Insights survey from Kagan, which is part of S&P Global Market Intelligence. Each
of their payment apps saw a 95% adoption rate among respondents. Besides having a
customer base that frequently uses their apps for everyday transactions, the two wallets have
become the payment rails supporting many e-commerce, ride-hailing and food-delivery
platforms.
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China UnionPay Co. Ltd., a banking association that runs the country's largest card scheme,
had a lackluster performance in the 2020 survey. UnionPay's adoption rate dropped to 38%
this year from 45% in 2019. Still, UnionPay's QuickPass app may yet be the strongest
contender representing the banking industry. We added two more payment platforms to our
survey this year: QQ Wallet (19%) and Du Xiaoman Pay, formerly known as Baidu Wallet
(10%).
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Banks' efforts to snag more wallet share
Unlike nonbank payment providers, UnionPay does not offer value storage and instead provides a digital representation
of cards. Funds lying in Alipay and WeChat Pay payment accounts represent depository leakage risk for financial
institutions. Transactions occurring through closed-loop payment platforms owned by nonbanks bypass card rails and
keep banks out of the loop. It is through UnionPay that banks have the best shot at mitigating the disintermediation risk
arising from Alipay and WeChat Pay, and deepening the engagement of bank cards.
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Like nonbank apps, UnionPay's app leverages the popularity of QR codes, which allows users to pay by scanning codes
on a printed sheet or payment terminal screen. It also supports payments through near-field communication applications
such as Apple Pay and Huawei Pay. NFC payments require merchants to install expensive point-of-sale terminals,
however, and tend to be less popular than QR codes among merchants.
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While banks offer their own mobile apps, only 19% of respondents revealed usage of credit card apps or bank apps.
Neither UnionPay nor any of the country's four largest banks by assets match the popularity of Alipay and WeChat Pay.
UnionPay's QuickPass app had registered users of over 300 million in August. Agricultural Bank of China Ltd. had 310
million users at the end of 2019, of which only 72 million were active monthly. In comparison, WeChat Pay had more
than 800 million monthly active accounts at the end of 2019 and Alipay had 711 million monthly active users as of June
2020.
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WeChat catching up with Alipay
Alipay, launched in 2004, has in the past held the upper hand over WeChat Pay. For instance, 94% of respondents
polled in our 2019 survey revealed Alipay usage, whereas WeChat Pay's adoption came in slightly lower at 90%. The
Tencent-owned wallet, however, has closed the gap in our latest survey. Further, Tencent may have already surpassed
Ant Financial in terms of number of users if we take into account the user base of both QQ Wallet and WeChat Pay, the
embedded payments features in Tencent's QQ and WeChat messaging apps, respectively. This comparison between
Alipay and the Tencent payment platforms, however, is fraught with a few problems.
Due to its historical ties with popular e-commerce and retail merchant ecosystems, Alipay has always had a relatively
greater focus on consumer-to-merchant payments. WeChat Pay, on the other hand, started primarily offering person-toperson payments, with its "Red Packet" service, launched in 2014, quickly becoming a popular way of gifting money
around the Chinese New Year. Tencent managed to grow the share of commercial payments to more than 50% of its
payments volume over time by building ties with online and offline retailers.
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Still, industry estimates put Alipay ahead of the combined Tencent platforms in terms of payments usage. For example,
iResearch Consulting Group pegs Alipay's share of third-party mobile payments processed by nonbank payment
institutions at 55.4% in the first quarter based on the transaction value. WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet together accounted
for 38.8% of the transaction value, according to iResearch.
Both are increasingly tethered to China's growing digital ecosystems. Several ride-hailing, food-delivery and ecommerce services often provide Alipay or WeChat Pay as payment methods on the checkout pages of their websites or
in apps.

About 70% of 6,589 billion yuan in gross merchandise value generated through Alibaba Group Holding Ltd.'s retail
marketplaces, including T-mall and Taobao, in China was settled through Alipay's escrow and payment processing
services, in the financial year ended March 31, 2020. Ant Financial, in which Alibaba holds a 33% stake, co-invests with
its erstwhile parent in digital companies in China and around the world, often extending Alipay's payment processing
capabilities to investees.
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Several consumer-facing digital platforms in China have launched their digital wallets to gain control over payment
processing costs after securing third-party payment licenses or acquiring companies with such licenses. But the
popularity of Alipay and WeChat Pay has compelled them to rely on the two third-party platforms for payment
processing.
Tencent's appeal as an investor partly lies in the popularity of mini-programs within WeChat, which allow users to access
lightweight apps of digital services without having to install them on their phone devices. WeChat Pay becomes the
preferred payment method for users making purchases through mini-program apps. Tencent holds equity stakes in
JD.com Inc., Meituan Dianping and Pinduoduo Inc., among others, many of which leverage WeChat as a distribution and
payments partner.
Payments powering super apps
Both Alipay and WeChat Pay generate growth by attracting new users as well as cultivating frequent transactional habits
among their existing ones. Their success in building high-frequency platforms has spawned a host of "super app"
aspirants within China and outside.
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Most of the payment platforms we surveyed in China reside within super apps of companies whose business interests
range from e-commerce to food-delivery services. While there is no consensus on what super apps are, we define them
as all-in-one apps that offer a variety of services through mini-programs or mini-apps.
Digital payments are integral to the success of super apps because they facilitate the introduction of services while
ensuring that users stay within the super app ecosystem. It is no surprise then that mobile payments emerged as the top
activity for super apps in our survey (87%).

Users of most payment platforms reported high engagement for mobile payments (around 90% considering the margin
of error), with Du Xiaoman Pay users being a notable exception (80%). Credit card app or bank app users reported the
highest engagements for mobile money transfer (82%), online shopping (68%) and even food delivery (48%) in super
apps.
Both Ant Financial and Tencent have been offering adjacent financial services like micro-credit and insurance through
their popular apps.
Our survey results show that insurance was on the minds of super app users in the wake of the pandemic. More than
11% of digital payment users disclosed the purchase of an insurance product through a super app in the 30 days prior
to taking the survey.
WeChat Pay rolled out COVID-19 related coverage plans for customers and merchants in partnership with WeSure.
Tencent's insurance platform, which works with AXA SA, had added 25 million active users during the pandemic as of
March 13.
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Alipay provides a health plan covering multiple illnesses through a mutual aid program, known as Xianghubao, where
participants share the risk and bear the related medical expenses collectively. More than 570 million Alipay users
purchased insurance or participated in Xianghubao mutual aid program in the 12 months ended June 30, Ant Financial
disclosed in its initial public offering prospectus.
Profile of payment users
In our survey, WeChat Pay users appeared to be evenly distributed across all ages, but QQ Wallet users skewed
younger. About 38% of QQ Wallet users were aged 18 to 29 years, whereas only 24% of WeChat Pay users fell into this
bracket. QQ Wallet also appeared to have a larger share of affluent users, beating WeChat Pay, especially among
people who reportedly earn more than 50,000 Chinese yuan per month.
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Du Xiaoman Pay users also had a higher share of young adult users (30%) and higher-income users. While the income
of users of other payment platforms peaked at around 15,000 Chinese yuan per month, the income of Du Xiaoman Pay
users peaked at 30,000 Chinese yuan per month.
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Both QQ Wallet and Du Xiaoman Pay capture specific segments of the Chinese market, which might explain their limited
reach. On the contrary, WeChat Pay and Alipay are general-market brands that appeal to essentially everyone.
Because of their high adoption rates, there is a significant usage overlap between the two and their user bases are
almost indistinguishable. About 92% of our survey respondents reported using both platforms.
Online shopping
Our survey also showed that online shopping got a boost during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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About 66% of our respondents said that they spent more time shopping online because of the pandemic. We tried to dig
deeper into this by asking people what e-commerce platforms they visited. Taobao, Tmall, Jingdong Mall and Pinduoduo
were the only e-commerce platforms that got usage rates of more than 50% in our survey.
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Alibaba's Taobao started in 2003 as a consumer-to-consumer, or C2C, online retail website. Tmall was spun off later in
2008 and focuses on business-to-consumer, or B2C, online retail. JD.com's Jingdong Mall started in 2004 as a B2C site
and is a direct competitor of Tmall. Pinduoduo, which was founded only in 2015, rose to prominence in recent times,
pioneering concepts such as social e-commerce and the consumer-to-manufacturer, or C2M, model.
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Users of credit card apps or bank apps reported the highest engagement for Taobao (94%), Tmall (88%) and Jingdong
Mall (82%), while Du Xiaoman Pay users stole the top spot for Pinduoduo (75%).
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Interestingly, users of smaller payment platforms appear to be more active in smaller e-commerce platforms than users
of WeChat Pay and Alipay. For instance, only 2% of WeChat Pay users reported using Mia, an e-commerce platform
that focuses on infant and children products, but the usage rate climbed to 14% for Du Xiaoman Pay users.
Data presented in this article was collected from the Kagan 2020 Consumer Insights survey in China. The online survey
consisted of 1,000 adult internet users and was completed during second quarter 2020. Data from the survey has a
margin of error of +/- 3% at the 95% confidence level. Percentages are rounded up to the nearest whole number.
To submit direct feedback/suggestions on the questions presented here, please use the "feedback" button located
above, directly under the title of this article. Note that while all submissions will be reviewed and every attempt will be
made to provide pertinent data, Kagan is unable to guarantee inclusion of specific questions in future surveys.
For more information about the terms of access to the raw data underlying this survey, please contact
support.mi@spglobal.com.
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This article was published by S&P Global Market Intelligence and not by S&P Global Ratings, which is a separately
managed division of S&P Global.
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